Computer comparison of new and existing criteria for constructing evolutionary trees from sequence data.
Three new methods for constructing evolutionary trees from molecular sequence data are presented. These methods are based on a theory for correcting for non-constant evolutionary rates (Klotz et al. 1979; Klotz and Blanken 1981). Extensive computer simulations were run to compare these new methods to the commonly used criteria of Dayhoff (1978) and Fitch and Margoliash (1967). The results of these simulations showed that two of the new methods performed as well as Dayhoff's criterion, significantly better than that of Fitch and Margoliash, and as well as a simple variation of the latter (Prager and Wilson 1978) where any topology containing negative branch mutations is discarded. However, no method yielded the correct topology all of the time, which demonstrated the need to determine confidence estimates in a particular result when evolutionary trees are determined from sequence data.